
Evolution as Genetic Change: chapter 16 Date _______  name ____________________________  
 

•___________________________– A group of individuals of the same species that interbreed. 

•________________________ – All the _____________, including all the different alleles, that are present 

in a ______________________________ 

•Relative Allele frequency – the number of times an ___________________ occurs in the 

____________________________ compared with the total number of alleles for the gene. 

Variation in Populations 

•All individuals of a population have the same __________ that code for the same assortment of _________ 

•Most genes occur in different forms (_____________), which produce different ____________________ 

•Some phenotypes _____________________________________ than others (differential ______________, consequences of 

genetic variation). 

Change over Time 

•Over time, alleles that produce the most _________________ phenotypes will _________________ in the population. 

•Less successful alleles will become ___________________________ 

•____________________ leads to increased fitness. 

–Increased ________________________ to environment 

Natural Selection 

•Natural selection for various traits among individuals of a population affects _________________________ 

_____________________________ in each generation. 

•Process results in _____________________________ to the environment (increases fitness). 

The unit of selection 

•_______________________________________ occurs on the _________________________ level 

(individuals die, survive, reproduce little, reproduce abundantly, etc.) 

 The unit of evolution 

•_______________________ occurs on the ______________________ level (alleles increase, decrease, 

become fixed, disappear, etc.) 

Variation in Phenotype 

•Each gene in gene pool may have ________________________________________________ 

•Individuals ___________________ different allele combinations 

– leading to ________________________ in phenotype 

•Offspring inherit ________________________, not phenotypes. 

What determines which alleles a new individual has?  

• _______________________ 



•Crossing over at __________________________ 

•__________________________________________ of homologous chromosomes during gamete formation 

•____________________ Fertilization 

•Change in chromosome __________________________________________ 

Genetic Equilibrium 

•Genetic equilibrium 

–allele frequencies for a gene are ___________ changing 

–the population is ___________________________ 

•Hardy-Weinberg Principle (or Equilibrium) 

• – allele frequencies will remain ___________________ (no evolution) … 

�So long as five (5) conditions are met. 

Five Conditions of Genetic Equilibrium 

1.  ___________________ 

•No introduction of _____________________________  

2.  _______________________ 

•No _______________________________ (or assortative mating)  

3. Gene doesn’t affect _____________________ or reproduction 

•No natural selection; ________________________________________ 

4. ____________ population size 

•Little or no influence of ____________________________ 

5. No immigration (i=_________)  or  emigration (e=___________) 

•No “between population” gene flow 

H-W equilibrium 

•If __________ five H-W conditions are met: 

�_____________________________ (allele frequencies stay the same) 

•If __________ of the five H-W conditions are violated: 

�_____________________________ (change in allele frequencies) 

•Microevolution is:  Evolution on a ___________________________ within a population. 

Microevolutionary Processes 

•Drive a population _____________ from genetic equilibrium 

•Small-scale changes in allele frequencies brought about by 

– ____________________________ 

– ___________________________ 

– ___________________________ 



Gene Mutations 

•Infrequent but inevitable 

•Each gene has own mutation rate 

•___________ mutations � •___________ mutations �, = •_____________ mutations ☺ 

•Estimated that each new ____________ (fertilized embryo) has about a one in ten chance (10%) of having a new mutation. 

Results of Natural Selection 

Three possible outcomes of selection: 

1. A shift in the _______________ of values for a given trait in some direction. 

2. ____________________ of an existing range of values (___________ variation). 

3. ____________________ of an existing range of values. 

Directional Selection 

Allele frequencies shift in a ______________________ direction over time. 

Pinpointing the Target of Selection 

1. Different populations of rock pocket mice have fur that matches the color of the rocks on which they live. 

–Black basalt � ____________ fur 

–Tawny granite � _____________ fur 

2. Pesticide Resistance an example of ____________________ selection 

•Pesticides kill susceptible insects 

•Resistant insects survive and reproduce 

•If resistance has ______________________ basis, it becomes more common with each generation   

3. Antibiotic Resistance an example of ___________________ selection 

•Antibiotics first came into use in the 1940s 

•Overuse has led to ____________________ in resistant forms 

•Most susceptible cells died out, while resistant forms multiplied 

 

 

Stabilizing Selection 

 _________________________ (average) forms are favored and extremes are ___________________ 

 __________________ birth rate is an example of ______________________ selection 

Disruptive Selection 

•Happens when forms at _________________________ of the range of variation are favored. 

•__________________________________ forms are selected against. 

African Finches 

•Selection favors birds with very large or very small bill � intermediate-sized bill are less effective feeders 
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Sexual Selection 

•Selection favors certain secondary sexual characteristics 

•Through ________________________ mating, alleles for __________________ traits increase 

•Leads to __________________________ sexual dimorphism 

Genetic Drift 

•______________________________ in allele frequencies brought about by ________________ 

•Effect is most pronounced in __________________ populations 

•___________________________: fewer times an event occurs, greater the variance in outcome 

Bottleneck 

•A severe _______________________ in population size 

•Causes pronounced ____________________ 

•Example  

–Elephant seal population hunted down to just 20 individuals  

–Population rebounded to 30,000 

–Electrophoresis revealed there is now no allele variation at 24 genes 

Founder Effect 

•Effect of drift when a _________ number of individuals starts a __________ population 

•By chance, allele frequencies of founders may not be same as those in original population 

•Effect is pronounced on isolated _____________________ 

Inbreeding  

•Nonrandom mating between _________________________ individuals 

•Leads to increased ______________________________ (ex. ii) 

•Can ______________ fitness when deleterious (_____________________) recessive alleles are expressed 

Gene Flow 

•_______________________ flow of alleles into a population 

•Tends to keep the gene pools of populations __________________________ 

•______________________ the differences that arise from mutation, natural selection, and genetic drift 

Biological Species Concept 

• “Species are groups of _______________________ natural populations that are reproductively 

_________________________ from other such groups.” 

•       Ernst Mayer 

•Speciation – the ___________________________ of a new species. 



•As new species evolve, populations become ______________________________________from each 

other. 

•Reproductively Isolated - when the members of two populations ________________ interbreed and 

produce fertile offspring. 

 

Reproductive Isolation 

•_____________________________ is the attainment of reproductive isolation  

•Cornerstone of the biological species concept 

•Reproductive isolation arises as a by-product of _________________________________ 

Examples of mechanisms that lead to Reproductive Isolation 

•_____________________________ (courtship)  

•_____________________________ (physical barriers) 

•_____________________________ (time, opportunity) 

Genetic Divergence 

•Gradual accumulation of ______________________ in the ______________________ of populations 

•_________________________, genetic drift, and _____________________ can contribute to divergence 

•Gene flow ______________________ divergence between varying parts of a population. 

•Allows the ________________________ of genes (mixing) between populations. 

 


